UFO LED Highbay
A full family of products easily replace up to 400 watt HID fixtures. DLC Premium
Performance.

Key Features
+ Easily replace up to 400 watt
H.I.D. Highbay fixtures

+ 13,000 to 33,000 lumen available

+ 4kV surge protector built in
+ Provides excellent visual acuity + IP65 rated for damp location
for accuracy
+ 100-277VAC & 347-478 VAC
+ DLC® Premium product
available
operating at 130+ lumens per
+ 0-10V dimming is standard
watt
+ 4000K and 5000K available with
+ Rated for damp location
high CRI 80+
+ Ships standard with 6 foot
300V 18/3 SJT and mounting + Complete and ready for installation
ring
DESCRIPTION

OPTIONS AVAILABLE

EarthTronics HBU Series LED High Bay available in 4000K and 5000K,
offering a true “one-for-one” LED alternative for any commercial or
industrial space requiring a high lumen light source for high ceilings.
The HBU Series delivers a higher lumen per watt output with worldclass chips. Drivers and DLC Premium certification meet even higher
efficiency and lumen maintenance requirements than past highbay
models.

+ 60° Polycarbonate Prismatic Shade + Microwave Sensor

The lightweight design and standard mounting enables quick installation
and retrofitting of interior spaces. The fixtures are in a unique design
and size that maximizes cooling providing a long life product with
high lumen maintenance.
The HBU Series LED Highbay features an IP65 wet location use
rating for exposed environments and are shipped complete with a
6’ cord to enable easy installation. The LED driver is full functioning
with 0-10V dimming on all models and is standard for 100-277V
operation. A 200-480V full functioning driver is available as well. High
quality Samsung LED chips provide for excellent lumen maintenance.
L92 is at 50,000 hours and L80 at 120,000 hours (58°C).

+ LED Washdown Series
available with IP69K

+ 70° Aluminum Shade
+ Suspended Hook

APPLICATIONS
+ Manufacturing Facility

+ Cafeteria

+ Warehouse

+ Food Safety & Processing
(on Select Models)

+ Auditorium

+ Gymnasium

DLC® PREMIUM PERFORMANCE
EarthTronics selected world-class LED chips and high quality
drivers engineered to perform at an efficiency level necessary to
meet and exceed DLC premium standards.
OPERATION
Standard UFO highbay is 100–277V and 200-480V is available.
All models include 0-10V dimming. The wet location rating allows
these fixtures to operate in adverse warehouse and manufacturing
applications.

PRODUCT OFFERING
SPECIFICATIONS & CERTIFICATIONS

Easily access our DLC qualified products with rebates in your area.

ACCESS IT HERE: Rebate Finder - Highbay Linear
www.earthtronics.com/rebate-finder/catalog/
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